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But most of us are just happy to have the previous year recede slowly in
Price
Index (CPI), the fourth Cost-Of-Living Adjustment
the rear the view mirror and look to better times in this one.
(COLA) for Letter Carriers under the 2011-2016 National
Last year was rough, and in particular, nearly everyone felt the Christmas
Agreement
is $686
annually.
period was about
the worst
it has been in many years, if not ever. The
amount of hours everyone worked, in both properly staffed and certainly
understaffed offices was outrageous. This was largely due to the number
of parcels the USPS delivered (or rather expected to deliver) from the
day after Thanksgiving through Christmas Day — which was nearly 500
million pieces.

This COLA was based on the increase in the CPI between
January 2014 and July 2014. It amounts to 33 cents per hour.
That’s up 12 percent overall from the year before and this figure played
a significant role in the decisions the USPS made to go seven day delivery, affecting both its career and noncareer complement by increasing
the number of days and hours worked each week. Sunday delivery was
already operating for CCAs, but the addition of full time regulars making package deliveries was surely a sign that the USPS needed more
staffing to get the job done.

Under the terms of the 2011-2016 agreement, payment of
this fourth COLA will take effect in Pay Period 20 (pay date
September 26) — the same pay period that the deferred second contract COLA will take effect.

Here are a few more facts that defined this holiday delivery season: On
two Sundays this year, December 7th and 14th respectively, the Service
delivered 3.2 million and 4.6 million packages compared to 900,000
and 3 million last year around the same time. Mondays were even more
telling; on December 15th the Service set a new record for itself when it
delivered 27.9 million pieces — then the following Monday, December
22nd, it broke that record by making 28.2 million deliveries, which is the
most deliveries the Postal Service had made on a single day during its
entire 237 year history!

The second COLA for Letter Carriers under the 2011-2016
National Agreement was $541 annually. It was based on the
increase in the Consumer Price Index between January 2013
and July 2013.

And here is one last thing to consider, although parcel delivery has been

up all along last
Americanequal
public is
still being told that the USPS
Combined,
theyear
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is losing money rather than showing a gain in the hundreds of millions

Coninued on next page...

of dollars once adjusted without that onerous, and very
unnecessary prefunding requirement.
“Business is good, but not good enough for the ol’
USPS” is what John and Jane Q Public hear from the
mass media.
So what does this all mean? Why did I throw these tidbits of information out for everyone to read?
Well, the first reason is obvious, parcel delivery is up.
And it is up significantly. It’s not a bad thing to have
your business getting more of a share in the e-commerce world.
Although no one should expect that Amazon.com alone
will save the Service, or that the current relationship
we have with them will last forever (it likely won’t), it
is obvious that the package delivery part of the USPS
is the only thing left, as far as traditional delivery goes
at least, to offset the gradual and seemingly inevitable
decline of first class mail volume.
The second reason is to show that despite these gains
in parcel volume, the Service is still being portrayed
as insolvent. That is: “cash-strapped”, “on the verge of
bankruptcy”, “in the red”, etc, etc.
I am not going to go into the so-called “manufactured
crisis” that is the 2006 prefunding requirement that
takes billions upon billions from the Service each year.
We’ve talked about that before and it’s not going to go
away (or be adjusted fairly), until Congress decides to
do something about it. The law has to change.
It isn’t anything the USPS has to do with... well, other
than to stop having its chief officer and spokesperson,
the Postmaster General, roll over at each and every
Congressional hearing or other high level meeting,
asking for ways to cut service and therefore cut costs,
rather than speak out against the real reasons the Service loses money hand over fist.
IT WILL BE INTERESTING TO SEE WHAT
OUR NEXT POSTMASTER GENERAL WILL
DO. In the face of the next Congress, I expect that it
will matter quite a bit what her central message will be.
After all, this new Congress will very much be receptive to the ideas of postal privatization as well as the
slashing of postal worker benefits and rights. And so, in
my opinion, we can also forget about getting the Legislature to stop the prefunding payments.
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, are issues having to do with the conditions of the workplace. Noth-

ing of what I wrote beforehand should cause postal
employees to be taken for granted. It’s great to have
more business, more parcel volume, and in general,
more work to do. The alternative is less, which means
people — many who desire to work — are going to be
staying home.
When I mentioned the Christmas Period, it was
because that time frame stood out most. I received
quite a few calls and a number of texts from Carriers
(and not just CCAs) complaining about the number
of hours they were working, or for not having a day
off since Thanksgiving. One CCA had said the last
day off he’d had was “a distant memory, somewhere
around Halloween!’ And several Carriers complained
about being “treated like dogs”.
Let’s address the days and hours first. To be blunt,
contractually (and yes, legally) under certain circumstances, for which the December Period presents these, the USPS can compel its workforce to be
present for, and to perform their duties, for all seven
days of the week and, as necessary, for up to their
maximum workhour limit; the latter for which, again,
the December Period removes such limitations on the
regular full time workforce.
Full time Carriers are often less familiar with this
due to the twelve and sixty hour limitations and the
penalty overtime provisions that exist during the
year; and, Sunday work is generally seen as for clerks
getting ready for the coming week. So, for Regulars,
this type of schedule will cease; for CCAs and the
remaining PTFs we have, the likelihood of it continuing is assured, once more, due to the increase in parcel
volume and its delivery.
But this is where common sense should dictate some
management decisions on how such a schedule can
be maintained without driving the employees into
the unnecessary and potentially dangerous condition
of fatigue working seven days a week, even at eight
hours a day.
Fatigue will cause a person to function at less than
what they normally would and can also lead to accidents due to the inevitable decrease in mental and
physical states.
It would, therefore, be prudent to offer a rotating
schedule, with voluntary and mandatory provisions,
for CCAs when it comes to Sunday delivery or holiday work performed on the holiday itself.

Unfortunately, as these provisions were not written into
the arbitrated Das Award, there is no contractual requirement for it to be done this way and so we rely on the
same people who seem to think using budget based on
less than SPLY (Same Period Last Year for data comparisons) is going to work for this year.
I’ve said it many times before, people aren’t machines.
It is my belief that not only should such an accommodation be made on the schedules, but management should
also thank its employees for all the work they do getting
the parcels out for delivery, inside and outside of the
December Period.
So, increased parcel volume is great, but treating your
employees right while they get the packages delivered, is
even better. Here is where better staffing and better managing will make all the difference. Let’s look to the new
year and better leadership for these to become a reality!
I want to congratulate all the PTFs and CCAs who were
promoted to Regular status this past year. For many, this
was a long-awaited event. For those few of you left from
the old TE class who are, or may start feeling “left out”,
please continue to be patient. More conversions to full
time Career status opportunities will come the first part
of this new year.”
As I close, let me
offer my personal
congratulations to
Jeannie Absher!
She retired from
the Postal Service
after 36 ½ years
carrying mail.
Jeannie was one
the first female
Carriers at the
93308 Minner
Station (now
known as the
“Buck Owens
Jeannie Absher joins the
Station”
where
“Last Punch Bunch”!!
there are no longer
Carriers). Almost all of her Letter Carrier career—except
for a brief time at the Hillcrest station— was in Oildale
where the delivery unit is now known as Dole Court.
When she started, there were some of the old timers
who didn’t think female Carriers could do the job. Well,
she proved them wrong!! I think anyone who knows her
would agree that she was truly an awesome Carrier. She

would come to
work on time,
carry her route
with very little
assistance and
took care of
her customers.
She was the
type of
Carrier who
really did not
need a supervisor telling her
what to do.
Nothing was
done for her
when she retired. But, she
had requested
that she walk
out the door
that way.
And, now?
I know for a
fact that she IS
enjoying her
retirement! And ALL of us wish her the best!!!
Another Christmas season is behind us and it was
reported that the U.S. Postal Service exceeded its
holiday delivery projections for the season, delivering
approximately 524 million packages in December
— AN 18 PERCENT INCREASE OVER LAST
YEAR! And on December 22nd alone, the Postal
Service delivered more than 28 million packages.
This marked the most packages delivered IN A
SINGLE DAY in the organization’s history. The
package delivery record was set while also delivering
approximately 463 million pieces of mail.
In contrast to Fresno or other areas, most of the
sixteen cities in our Branch had enough help with the
CCA Carriers to handle the increase in packages.
Particularly in Bakersfield, it seemed to be overall
one of the smoothest run Christmas seasons. ALL the
Regular Carriers and the CCA Carriers deserve credit
and recognition for making it a successful season!
MIKE TOWERY

Johnny
on
the
Spot
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
NALC: Door-to-door
delivery resolution
reintroduced in
House
Reps. Susan Davis (D-CA), David
Joyce (R-OH) and Peter King (R-NY)
are reintroducing their door-delivery
resolution for the 114th Congress, calling on the House and Senate to “take
all appropriate measures to ensure the
continuation of door delivery for all
business and residential customers.”
The resolution will be identical to
H.Res. 711, which was introduced
last August during the 113th Congress
and which ended up with 75 sponsors
from both parties. In the 113th Congress, proposals to cut mail services
such as door delivery were common.
The NALC and our allies in Congress
and among postal stakeholders have
been instrumental in the so-far successful fight against these and other
service cuts that—if implemented—
would be detrimental to postal customers, especially to senior citizens (who
rely on prescription medications being
delivered to their door) and to disabled
customers.
For businesses, eliminating door delivery would undercut the success of the

Customer Connect program, where Letter Carriers use their personal connections
to solicit new business in person. Besides, a Government Accountability Office
report found that cluster boxes were so unpopular that less than 0.8 percent of
business door-delivery customers last year opted to make the switch. (The report
found the percentage was even lower for residences: 0.1 percent.)
Note: Although the resolution has not been assigned a number yet, Rep. Davis,
Joyce and King already have begun collecting co-sponsors.
The 114th Congress was sworn in on and Reps. Sam Graves (R-MO) and Gerry
Connolly (D-VA) wasted no time in renewing their commitment to preserving
six-day mail delivery by quickly introducing H.Res. 12. One of the first pieces of
legislation introduced in this session of Congress, H.Res. 12 is identical to previous sessions’ resolutions that called on Congress and the Postal Service to take
all appropriate steps to continue six-day mail delivery. The current resolution
already has 45 co-sponsors. The last version, introduced early in the 113th Congress (2013-2014), wound up with 228 co-sponsors from both political parties.
“We are encouraged to see our friends in Congress once again take up the fight to
maintain Saturday mail delivery service,” NALC President Fredric Rolando said.
“We hope that the rest of the members of the House and Senate see any attempts
to eliminate this or any other postal service for what they truly are: short-sighted
excuses for failing to address an onerous pre-funding mandate that perpetuates a
cut-cut-cut mentality.
“Maintaining six-day mail delivery service meets the demands of American
households and businesses,” Rolando said. “We applaud Congressmen Graves
and Connolly for leading the effort to preserve this service.”
As you can see, it is in Letter Carriers’ best interest to have friends on Capitol
Hill. With a new Postmaster General set to take charge we will have to wait and
see if she comes in with new ideas to grow the business or follow the same path
to destruction as her predecessor did.
Respectfully,
JOHN ORTEGA
NALC Branch 782 Vice-President

Could
YOU
Really
Win
$500?

Each and EVERY month,
Branch 782 sponsors
a drawing to encourage YOU
to come to our Meeting*. There
was no winner in December.
AND THE POINT IS?
YOU really do have a chance to
win the $500!! Yup! Be there...

*The fine print: TO WIN THE MONEY YOU HAVE TO BE PRESENT ON
JANUARY 27 AT THE MEETING WHEN THE NAMES ARE DRAWN. Hmmmm, $500...

For YOU: NALC membership means
that a Postal Record is delivered to
your home of record. This article—
page 36 of the January 2015 issue—is just one example
of information which is provided to each and every one of
you each and every month. Read the articles? Hmmm....
from the

editor-guy

Minutes of the
December 2014
General Meeting
The regular meeting of Branch 782 was called to order
by President, Mike Towery at 7:00 p.m. on the 16th day
of December, 2014 at the Branch office, Bakersfield. The
flag salute was led by Sgt. at Arms, Jerry Patterson. All
members of the Executive Board were present. The Stewards were present from Arvin, Avenal, Brundage, Camino
Media, Delano, Downtown, Hillcrest, Lamont, Oildale,
Shafter, South, Stockdale and Taft. Also present was the
Newsletter Editor, Basil Zuniga; SANE, Fred Acedo; Webmaster, Rick Plummer; Photographer, Anita Holderman;
Asst. Treasurer, Debbie Guillet; OWCP Rep., Rick Gerdes
and Frank Martinez of the Social and Recreation Committee. The Minutes of the November 25, 2014 meeting were
read and accepted with no additions or corrections.
REPORTS OF STANDING AND SPECIAL COMMITTEES: Teresa Ortega had nothing to report for the
picnic committee. Basil Zuniga reported that last month
was Dole Court’s turn, he appreciated all the help. Next
month will be Stockdale. Basil thanked Mike Towery for
the information on the Carrier from North Carolina. Frank
Martinez did not attend the meeting of the Social and Recreation Committee; he did report that there are still tickets
available for CALM, contact Emma or Lisa for tickets.
Molly Biggar reported that one Acedo cartoon book was
sold, there are 1196 book remaining.

Non-Member List
October 2014*

Downtown Station
S. Kirby
J. Cruz
D. Zuniga

GOOD OF THE ASSOCIATION: Mike Towery reported
that 6 CCA’s will be promoted to Regular and two Carriers
will transfer in. He reported that there are only 3 PTF’s in
the Branch. One each in McFarland, Shafter and Edwards.
IMPROVEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION: Mike
Towery informed the members that Jeanie Absher from Dole
Court will be retiring. He presented her with a check from the
Branch. Mike requested a moment of silence in memory of
retired member Lonnie Neal.
FINANCIAL SECRETARY’S REPORT: Anita Holderman reported that $6,276.73 was collected for the month.
TREASURER’S REPORT: Molly Biggar reported
		
		
		
		
		

Beginning Balance
Dues and Income
Total Balance		
Total Expenses		
Ending Balance		

$53,845.73
$11,964.13
$65,809.86
$6,562.57
$59,247.29

The MDA 50/50 Drawing was won by Hermie Encinas.
The drawing for $500.00 would have been won by Ralph
Crawford if he had been present.
There were 39 members present.
The meeting adjourned at 7:17 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
KIM GERDES
NALC Branch 782 Recording Secretary

Stockdale
J. Oh
M. Martinez

South Station
100% UNION!!!

Camino Media
P.S. Dhillon
C. Rodriguez

Brundage/E. Bakersfield
D. Kinglee

Arvin
100% UNION!!!

Hillcrest
100% UNION!!!

Avenal
J.A. McColloch

Dole Court
D. Morris
S. Hancock

California City
S. T. Ivory

Delano
L.A. Campos
C.V. Quebral
D. Barreto

Taft
A. Veach
B. M. Krier
K. J. Hughes

Lamont
Tehachapi
100% UNION!!! B.C. DenBeemen
C.E. Rosales
Ridgecrest
S. P. Pierce
Trona
G.D. Weaver
100% UNION!!!
N.S. Travers
B. Leroy
Wasco
100% UNION!!!
Shafter
*CCA names are
M. D. Voights
in italics.
L. M. New

Have an Idea for Fred?*
Fred Acedo
Br. 782 S.A.N.E.
P.O. Box 6532
Bakersfield, CA
			 93386-6532
*But, you never know what you might get...

2015 NALC HBP Info
At a glance...

NALC Health Benefit Plan		
*Hospital Pre-Certification		
Mental & Substance Precertification
**Drug Prescription Retail		
CVS/CareMark Specialty Pharmacy
Durable Medical Equipment		
NURSE ASSISTANT (24/7)		
CVS/CareMark Pharmacist		
Enhanced Eldercare Services (24/7)
CIGNA PPO Dr’s & Facilities		
CIGNA Organ Transplant Approval
Quit Power (Smoking Cessation)
CIGNA Health Rewards (Discounts)
CIGNA Dental Discount Program
Disease Management Program		
OPM Retirement Info Center		
Federal Information Center		
Social Security Administration Info
PostalEase Human Resources USPS
Quest Lab Services (Bakersfield)
LabCorp Lab Services			
Shared Services (Retirees Info!!!)

1-888-636-6252
1-877-220-6252
1-877-468-1016
1-800-933-6252
1-800-237-2767
1-888-636-6252
1-877-220-6252
1-888-636-6252
1-877-468-1016
1-877-220-6252
1-800-668-9682
1-877-521-0244
1-800-558-9443
1-877-521-0244
1-800-227-3728
1-888-767-6738
1-800-333-4636
1-800-772-1213
1-877-477-3273
(661) 631-8520
(661) 631-9258
1-877-477-3273

Preferred Provider (PPO)
Cost: $20.00 Co-pay per office visit
(PPO) Deductible: $300 Individual,
$600 Self & Family—Per Calendar Year

CCA Information Section
NALC Consumer Driven Health Plan
and Value Option Plan
P.O. Box 182223
Chattanooga, TN 37422-7223
1-855-511-1183
HR Shared Service—HRSHAREDSERVICES@GSA.GOV
Check out this PPO: Sendas Northwest Urgent Care
3409 Calloway Suite 101 Bakersfield, California 93312
Phone: (661) 587-2500
Sendas Southwest Urgent Care
9450 Ming Avenue, Bakersfield, California 93309
Phone: (661) 587-2500
Hours: M–F 8:00 am - 9:00 pm; Sat & Sun 8:00 am - 8:00 pm

Accupuncture!! Must be a state licensed or certified accupuncturist. Chiropractic! State licensed chiropractor or D.O.

NALC Health Benefit Plan
20547 Waverly Court
Ashburn, Virginia 20149
NALC Prescription Drug Program
P.O. Box 94467
Palatine, Illinois 60094-4467
NALC Drug Prescription“Claims” Program
P.O. Box 521926
Phoenix, Arizona 85072-2192
Optimum Health Behaviorial Solutions
P.O. Box 30755
Salt Lake City, Utah 84130-0755
Questions: 1-877-468-1016
NALC Consumer Driven Health Plan and Value Option
P.O. Box 18223
Chattanooga, TN 37422-7223
Phone: 1-855-511-1893

CVS Pharmacy

Immunizations covered: (PPO you pay nothing)
Whooping Cough, Hepatitis A, B, Herpes Zoster
(Shingles), HPV Vaccine, Influenza (Flu) Vaccine, Viricetta (Chicken Pox) Vaccine,Tetanus &
Pneumonia
* Failure to pre-certify for in-patient hospitalization will result in a
$500 reduction in benefits paid by our Plan. YOU MUST notify the
Plan prior to undergoing radiology/imaging with doctor name and
dates. Call: 1-877-220-6252.
**
NALC
Drug
Prescription
Program
is
MANDATORY
generic (unless specified by your doctor, at additional cost to
member). Preferred retail pharmacy 1st and 2nd fills, you pay 20% of cost
of generic/30% of name brand/45% non-formulary. MAIL ORDER/CVS
PRESCRIPTIONS (when NALC is primary): 60 day supply $8 generic, $43
name brand, $58 non-formulary; 90 day supply $12 generic, $65 name brand,
$80 non-forumulary; MEDICARE PROGRAM (when Medicare is primary)
Retail network pharmacy: you pay 10% of cost of generic, 20% of formulary,
30% non-formulary. MEDICARE PRIMARY (mail order); 60 day supply $7
generic, $37 formulary, $52 non-formulary; 90 day supply $10 generic, $55
formulary, $70 non-formulary; 90 day supply $4 for NALCSELECT generic
(certain drugs); 90 day supply $4 for NALCPREFERRED generic (certain drugs);
NALCSENIOR generic antibiotics are available FREE for a 30 day supply,
when Medicare is primary (certain antibiotics only).
MAIL ORDER SPECIALTY DRUGS (Bio-Tech drugs—VERY
EXPENSIVE): Your cost for a 30 day supply is $150; 60 day
supply is $250; and, 90 day supply is $350. Some drugs (e.g. bio-tech asthma,
diabetis, organ rejection, etc.) require prior approval before dispensing. You
MUST call the Plan 1-800-237-2767.
Our PPO doctors and facilities—through (OPA Network) CIGNA—save us
and the Plan thousands of dollars and it is top notch care at a discount rate. You
don’t lose anything. You are saving money for the best care!!! For example:
*CIGNA Weight Loss Program (877) 220-6252

Mark Ramirez, NALC Branch 782 HBP Rep.
(661) 398-6075

Health Prescription: Humor from Mark!
Basil...... Jewish humor....
I LOVE THIS STUFF!!!!!!
NEWSLETTER WORTHY!!!!!!.... Mark

*The Harvard School of Medicine did a study of why
Jewish women like Chinese food so much. The study
revealed that the reason for this is because “Won Ton”
spelled backward is “Not Now”.

You may or may not remember old-time Jewish comedians:
Shecky Green, Red Buttons, Totie Fields, Milton Berle,
Henny Youngman, and many others... Perhaps you may have
only heard of them, or took a leak next to one of them in the
Clubhouse men’s room. I — for one — miss their kind of
humor. Not a single “F”-bomb in any of their routines...

*There is a big controversy on the Jewish view of when
life begins. In Jewish tradition, the fetus is not considered
viable until it graduates from law school.

* A car hit an elderly Jewish man. The paramedic asks, “Are
you comfortable?” The man says, “I make a good living.”

Q: Why do Jewish mothers make great parole officers?
A: They never let anyone finish a sentence.

* I just got back from a pleasure trip. I took my mother-in-law
to the airport.

*A man called his mother in Florida. “Mom, how are you?”
“Not too good,” said the mother. “I’ve been very weak.”
The son asked, “Why are you so weak?” She said, “Because I haven’t eaten in 38 days.” The son said, “That’s
terrible! Why haven’t you eaten in 38 days?” The mother
answered, “Because, I didn’t want my mouth to be full in
case you should call.”

* I’ve been in love with the same woman for 49 years. If my
wife finds out, she’ll kill me!
* Someone stole all my credit cards, but I won’t be reporting
it. The thief spends less than my wife did.
* We always hold hands. If I let go, she shops.
* My wife and I went to a hotel where we got a waterbed.
My wife calls it the Dead Sea.
* My wife and I revisited the hotel where we spent our
wedding night. This time I was the one who stayed in the
bathroom and cried.
* My Wife was at the beauty shop for two hours. That was
only for the estimate. Eventually, she got a mudpack and
looked great for two days. Then the mud fell off...
* The Doctor called Mrs. Cohen saying, “Mrs. Cohen, your
check came back.” She replied, “So did my arthritis!”
* Doctor: “You’ll live to be 60.” Patient: “I AM 60!”
Doctor: “See! What did I tell you?”

Q: Why don’t Jewish mothers drink?
A: Alcohol interferes with their suffering.

*A Jewish man said that when he was growing up, they
always had two choices for dinner — Take It or Leave It.
*A Jewish boy comes home from school and tells his
mother he has a part in the play. She asks, “What part is
it?” The boy says, “I play he part of the Jewish husband.”
The mother scowls and says, “Go back and tell the teacher
you want a speaking part.”
Q: How many Jewish mothers does it take to change a
light bulb?
A: (Sigh) “Don’t bother. I’ll sit in the dark. I don’t want
to be a nuisance to anybody.”
* A Jewish mother gives her son a blue shirt and a brown
shirt for his birthday. On the next visit, he wears the brown
one. The mother says, “What’s the matter already? Didn’t
you like the blue one?”

* Patient: “I have a ringing in my ears.”
Doctor: “Don’t answer!”

* Did you hear about the bum who walked up to a
Jewish mother on the street and said, “Lady, I haven’t
eaten in three days.” “Force yourself,” she replied.

* A drunk was in front of a judge. The judge says, “You’ve
been brought here for drinking.” The drunk says, “Okay, let’s
get started!”

Q: What’s the difference between a Rottweiler and a
Jewish mother?
A: Eventually, the Rottweiler lets go.

*Why do Jewish divorces cost so much? They’re worth it!

Q: Why are Jewish men circumcised?
A: BECAUSE JEWISH WOMEN DON’T
LIKE ANYTHING THAT ISN’T 20% OFF.

* Why do Jewish men die before their wives? They want to.

A Focus on Our Future:
CCA Brache Hayes.....
Brache started on his path as a City Carrier Assistant
on May 5, 2014. He has no family in “the business”.
When asking Brache how or why he became a Carrier,
he stated that he once had a mail Carrier that made the
job look “chill”, nice casual job cruising the streets. He
laughs looking back thinking he actually got “suckered”
PAYING $75 for the packet of information to get the
preview of the test for the Postal Service. He was then
sent to Visalia to take the computer test. Four months
later, he was called in for an interview.
Brache’s mind has since changed from the first thought of this job being a “nice
casual job cruising the streets” real quick. He first got hired and started out in
Wasco for one week and then he was moved to Delano. He worked 5-6 months
straight but luckily only 6 days a week. ( haha luckily) He commuted back and
forth to Delano, working mostly walking routes. This is his first job outdoors but
it doesn’t phase him due to his time out in the hot weather as a football player. He
was then transferred to the Downtown Station
in November. He liked the people at the other
stations but he wanted to be closer to family
and not have to commute daily.
Brache knows that being a Carrier is a good
job and, mostly, it’s mental. He sees older
people doing it but when you do it yourself,
it’s a lot harder than it looks. This job has
given him a better financial future. It is a
great jump start, especially getting prepared
for a new baby boy in April. He is grateful
for this job and the opportunities that come
with it due to the fact that this will be his first
baby. This job has undoubtedly changed his
life. Brache is very proud to be able to have
moved out, get a place of his own for the first
time and to be able to take care of his family
all on his own.
Brache has had to deal with irate customers here and there. He says most of the
complaints were not about him but about
the previous day’s Carriers who have done
something “wrong” in the customers opinion. He says to be aware of dogs and your
surroundings. He once had an incident where
the customers dog got out of the gate but he
was faster than the dog and got to safety. He
says “bring on the ghetto”, meaning he would

rather be in the ghetto carrying mail
any day. After recently doing Sunday
delivery for the first time, Brache
doesn’t really want to work on Sundays, but he has a positive outlook on
it as “it is EXTRA MONEY” and it is
a “chill” day of work because Carriers
don’t have to deal with every day mail
and are given step-by-step directions.
Brache says, “Being low on the totem
pole, you have to deal with the crappy
stuff; but, at the end of the day, look
back and see that you have made
some good money.”
He sums up his approach to work
with, “You can’t complain about
making good, honest money. Push
yourself. It’s a mental thing. Motivate
yourself. Love your job and be grateful. At times it can be stressful and
overwhelming but—honestly—‘what
else would I be doing???’ Being a
couch potato OR worse!”
MABEL BULLIS
East Brundage

from the

editor-guy
Each month, we receive
numerous NALC newsletters
from all over the country. So
many of them contain articles
which I think might be of
interest to Branch 782
members. I can’t afford to
reprint all of them. But, here
in YOUR web version, are some
that you may find of interest.
Let me start you out with
something from the Buffalo, NY
Branch 3 Buzz which was
published in December 2014.
Frank Attea walked “The Walk”
and he now talks the talk...

Article courtesy of the Oklahoma City, OK Sooner Script
published by NALC Branch 458 in December 2014

Do You Drive an LLV?

The LLV postal vehicles are now 20 - 27 years old.
They were manufactured between 1987 and 1994 at an
initial cost of $11,651 each. LLVs make up 75% of the
delivery fleet. The USPS has been unable to identify
any U.S. manufacturer of right-hand drive vehicles that
meet its operational requirements. Custom built vehicles
(such as the LLV and the FFV) are more costly than
using a commercially available vehicle with modifications to fit the needs of the Service.
The USPS OIG issued a report indicating that commercial vehicles—with some customization—would be the
best option. Now, the USPS is exploring the option of
keeping the body of the LLV and replacing the chassis
and drive train. USPS recently posted a notice on the
Federal Business Opportunities website. It is asking
for interested manufacturers to submit proposals for a
replacement chassis/drive train for the LLV. Some of
the required specifications are fuel economy better than
the LLV, USPS estimated 9 MPG and the service life
should be 20+ years.
Article excerpt courtesy of the Rockville, MD UNITY
published by NALC Branch 3825 in Fall 2014

from the

editor-guy
It is such a special thing that we have a
cartoonist who has been a Letter Carrier.
Fred Acedo produces so many different
insights about what our lives! Like you,
I TRULY appreciate all of the work that
he shares with all of us every month!!!
Here is one example of a cartoon (which
originally appeared in the Rockville,
Maryland NALC Branch 3825 UNITY in
Fall 2014) that you may, also, enjoy.

Article courtesy of the Portland, Oregon B-Mike published by NALC Branch 82 in November 2014

Article courtesy of the Wichita Falls, Texas Red River Carrier published by NALC Branch 1227 in January 2015

from the

editor-guy
If you can “hang in there”,
some day YOU may think
about retirement. This article
is courtesy of the Center Line,
Michigan NALC Branch 4374
Front Lines which was published in December 2014.
Thank you, Jeff. I think I’m
just about there...

Article courtesy of the Seattle, Washington Seventy-Niner
published by NALC Branch 79 in January 2015

Branch Officers

E.A. BAKER UNION UPDATE is
published monthly by Merged Branch 782 of
the National Association of Letter Carriers,
AFL-CIO.
The opions expressed in this publication
are those of the writer and are not necessarilly those of the publication staff or of
the Officers of the Branch.
The information contained in this publication is true and complete to our best
knowledge. All recommendations, on
equipment and procedures are made
without guarantees on the part of the authors
or of the organization. Because the quality
of equipment, services and methods
are beyond our control, the organization and its publication authors disclaim all liability incurred in connection with use of this information.
Information in this publication may not be
used for illegal purposes.
We invite all members to contribute
articles for publication. Copy, if possible,
should be double-spaced (but doesn’t
have to be) but MUST be signed by the
contributor.
The Editor retains the right to edit,
delete, or reject the article for the good
of the Branch (and even this is subject to
persuasion).
In the hope that material contained herein may be of benefit to the goals of the
National Association of Letter Carriers,
permission is hereby granted to other
NALC Branches to copy or use material and/or cartoons promulgated in this
publication with our best wishes...but
remember to cite/give us some credit.
Basil Zuniga, Editor-guy
(H) (661) 397-4330
(C) (661) 205-1603
e-mail: brziii@aol.com
Juan R. Rodriguez, Assistant Editor
(H) (661) 859-5314
(C) (661) 247-5960
The “S.A.N.E.”*
Fred Acedo, Cartoonist
*(Special Assistant Newsletter Editor)
P.O. Box 6532
Bakersfield, CA 93386-6532
e-mail: Fred.acedo@yahoo.com
Anita Holderman, Branch Photographer
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We have books for sale!!!
This book is an amazing collection
of “slices of life” that ALL Letter
Carriers will identify with. You
can purchase a copy as a retirement gift, or birthday gift, or even
your own personal copy! We’ve
made it easy for you.

Contact Branch 782 Recording
Secretary Kim Gerdes through the
Branch 782 mailing address or you
can e-mail her at “krgerdes91@
hotmail.com”. The cost for the
book is $20. Up to two books ship
for $5.05 via Priority Mail.

Once we cover our costs, we can generate our donation to the MDA...
Are you a reader of “the fine print”? $500 is available for a fortunate Branch 782 member. Look for the details on page 4.

